
ultra-montane faction, composed of people who wanted the pope to rule over kings and
governments even in temporal matters. Instead, he was drawn to unconventional religious
thinkers and to social reformers generally.

Unavoidably, the book conveys something of Boole’s attitude to mathematics. For example,
in letters to his friend Joseph Hill, he argued that mathematics can be used to obtain truths
what we might otherwise have been able to obtain only through “some unknown intuition
of revelation” (165). Math, he says, trains the mind, but at a cost: its exclusive study will
“deaden the imagination and destroy the relish for elegant literature and indispose the mind
for everything but the bare pursuit of abstract truths” (165). Whether this was because of
the nature of mathematical study or the intensity and abstract nature of thought required he
could not say, although he held out the prospect that all might eventually be made easy and
free of such risks.

New Light on Boole offers a textually well-sourced, highly readable picture of provincial
British life. Precisely because Boole lived in a remote part of Ireland, his letters and still
more people’s replies to them tell us a lot about the great causes of his time, as well as the
daily business of life. The remarkable amount of information conveyed by this study amplifies
our picture of a man who became, after his death, one of the more influential figures of Vic-
torian mathematics.

Jeremy Gray
The Open University (emeritus)
jeremy.gray@open.ac.uk

EMILY J. MANKTELOW. Gender, Power and Sexual Abuse in the Pacific: Rev. Simpson’s “Improper
Liberties.” London: Bloomsbury, 2018. Pp. 256. $114.00 (cloth).
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2019.177

Few readers today will be surprised to learn that in the 1830s, the Reverend Alexander
Simpson of the London Missionary Society in the Tahitian field sexually abused many of
the girls in his care at a school for the children of missionaries. The current focus on child
sexual abuse has shown that religious boarding institutions create a virtual algorithm of age,
status, power, opportunity, and vulnerability, too often resulting in both abuse and the subse-
quent cover up.

Yet the charges were a deep shock to the London-based mission society for whom Tahiti was
meant to be the jewel in the crown. Drawn to the high islands of Eastern Polynesia by the thrill-
ing literature on the Pacific published from the Wallis and Cook expeditions, missionaries were
at first dismayed by their failure to convey to Islanders how they had been moved and saved by
their Book. Conversion, when it came under the Tahitian leader Pomare II, was little consola-
tion, for the new faith was deeply entangled in Tahitian and then wider Polynesian politics.
Missionary fantasies of compliant converted “natives” were quickly disabused; the daily
grind of mission life wore awaymissionaries’ faith, tested their pious expectations, and revealed
their weaknesses.

By the 1840s, the mission remained an outpost effectively ruled from London, but the
islands were now the site of considerable Pacific trade and a battle for political and military
supremacy between French agents and Tahitians. British missionaries tried to block France
through their influence with Tahitian nobles. It was against this backdrop that Simpson’s
sexual attacks on the female students of the missionary school were finally revealed. Com-
plaints were laid; reports and correspondence began flooding into the London Missionary
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Society headquarters, where the charges were considered and the outcome decided. Over two
chapters in Emily J. Manktelow’s new study, we follow the minutiae of this process, learning
that alliances and arguments formed first in favor of Simpson, as many fathers and brothers
believed their colleague over their daughters and sisters.

Manktelow’s analysis of this event is both innovative and wide-ranging, as much a medita-
tion on history writing as on the events of Tahiti in the mid-nineteenth century. Her primary
method is micro-history, the episodic approach. This is especially valuable for the analysis of
trials, where the structures of power are most clearly exposed. She knows that the archives
are potent places where privilege is embedded not merely in the white hands, largely male,
who put pen to paper to construct narratives in their own defense, but also in the maintenance
of records and the very buildings in which these documents are housed.

Manktelow’s explicit reflection on contemporary events for the writing of this history is
powerful and engaging. Her historiography of sexual violence begins with Susan Brownmil-
ler’s landmark study on rape, Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape (1975), and the sub-
sequent debate on the prevalence of this abuse through history. As Manktelow was struggling
with this book, the #MeToo movement revealed the extent of gendered sexual bullying and
abuse, so this, too, fed into the analysis, along with statistics on rape in England and Wales
from 2015. She deployed the same method to uncover the history of sexual violence specifi-
cally against children, finding the past echoed in the recent celebrity cases of Jimmy Saville
and Rolf Harris.

Manktelow’s deep subjectivity ensures the book is not only a polemic. She examines her
own doubts as well as the considerable archive covering the events in Tahiti. She mulls over
the letters from Simpson’s wife protesting his innocence and those from Simpson’s supporters,
who exploited possible weaknesses in the girls’ stories, particularly the long delay in the report-
ing of the abuse. Manktelow explores the suspicion of missionary children seemingly tainted by
their close association with Tahitians and the power of gossip in small societies where punish-
ment was meted out by a distant administration.

In the final chapter, Manktelow focuses on the legacies of British colonialism and efforts to
shore up the myth of the benevolent civilizing empire by hiding damming documents, partic-
ularly those relating to the Mau in Kenya. Again, the prose is thoughtful and the ideas are pow-
erful. This chapter might have been strengthened, however, by some analysis of the current
Tahitian struggle with French colonialism. The conclusion reminds the reader that the book
is thin on the broader politics of Tahiti of the mid-nineteenth century and of the present.
The central events of this book took place in the lead-up to French annexation of Tahiti. Yet
British imperialism and colonialism provide the key thrust of Manktelow’s approach and the
source of most of her literature. Manktelow’s exemplary analysis of sexual violence in the
second chapter, which demonstrates so vividly the power of exploring the past from an explicit
analysis of the present, was not brought to bear on the present political realities of French Poly-
nesia. There is no discussion, therefore, of how the Macron administration continues to defy
both United Nation resolutions and Tahitian demands for real autonomy and perhaps indepen-
dence in the future.

Despite these concerns, this is an admirable book, notable for Manktelow’s method, poised
and balanced prose, and finely crafted and thoughtful analysis. Manktelow’s focus on commu-
nities of mission, thousands of miles from home, and the grinding disputes that ate away at the
tight circle of congregation, is a welcome move in the study of empire. She harnesses the slow
burn of her anger and her subjectivity to provide a masterclass, for the most part, in how to
write the past from the present.

Helen Gardner
Deakin University
helen.gardner@deakin.edu.au
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